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Abstract — Automatic Electronic Water Level
Management System (AEWLMS) of a multistoried
residential building is very useful in urban area. It is
realized using PIC microcontroller based electronic design
and tested in laboratory. This will save energy and
eliminate human personnel making it cost effective and low
priced as well. This paper deals with two reservoirs, one is
in the roof top and another one is underground. One pump
is coupled with a motor. Depending upon the water level of
both the tanks, the motor will be in ON or OFF state to
maintain the water level of roof top tank minimum level to
maximum level through constant monitoring.
Keywords— PIC Microcontroller, Water Level
Management, Energy Efficient, Automation, MOSFET,
Operational Amplifier, Digital Latch.

I. INTRODUCTION
This sort of water level management appears to be
very simple but very useful. This design will save energy
due to mal operation of water level management
manually. A person if assigned for the purpose has to be
very sincere in operating the pump/motor switching on or
off. Otherwise, the pump/motor will run for the excess
period during which the water will be wasted due to
overflow and the energy will be consumed
simultaneously. On the other hand, it is very difficult for
a person to be very active and sincere for all the time
during discharge and loading of upper roof top tank. So,
to save energy and to eliminate the pump operator, this
design will be very effective for the society as a whole.
The proposed system basically consists of one
underground reservoir, receives water from the local
municipal corporation and another tank placed on the
roof top of the same multistoried building. These two
tanks are connected by a pump operated by a single
phase/three phase induction motor.

Water will be pumped to the roof top tank and up to
the limiting level. Then the motor will be automatically
in stop condition. The water will be consumed by the
residents of that building. When that water level reaches
to a minimum level, the motor will automatically started
for pumping water, subject to the minimum maintenance
of water level in the underground reservoir.
The exact related work is almost not available,
however, paper [1] deals with water level sensing and
controlling for agriculture, industry and domestic
consumption. Another one is on microcontroller based
drip irrigation system; safety analysis of drinking water;
waste water handling system etc. In this paper the
proposed system is designed by comparator, amplifiers,
digital latch etc.
II. PROPOSED WORK
It has been assumed that there is an underground
reservoir in the ground floor and a tank at the top of a
multistoried building. Water will be automatically store
in the reservoir as per the service provided by the local
municipal authority. Our object is to pump water to the
roof top tank under the following conditions.
The motor and the pump will be started when the
water level in the underground reservoir will maintain
certain minimum level.
The water level in the roof top tank when falls below
certain level, the motor will be started to pump water to
the upper tank and the motor will be automatically
stopped when the water level will reach up to the desired
level.
The condition 2 is applicable when condition 1 is
satisfied. The object is to develop a microcontroller based
high performance dedicated system to take care the
pumping of water following the above conditions.
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When the water level of the upper tank reaches in the
minimum level, float B generates logic 0, else logic 1.
When the water level of upper tank reaches the top
level, float A generates logic 1, else logic 0, when the
water level is in the intermediate level.
The motor is connected to lift water from lower tank to
upper tank, subject to the condition; when float C=1 and
float B=0. The motor will be stopped, either float C=0 or
float A=1. In fig.2, shows the system overview of
AEWLMS.

Fig. 1 Actual System Flow

The fig.1 shows the two tanks, one placed at the upper
roof top and another is underground one. The pump is
connected in between two reservoirs. A single phase
induction motor is coupled with the pump. There are
three mechanical floats; float A fitted to the top level of
the upper tank, float B fitted to the bottom level of the
upper tank and float C fitted to the minimum level to be
maintained of the lower tank.
When the water level of the lower tank reaches in the
minimum level, float C generates logic 0 and when the
water level of that tank is higher than the minimum level,
the float C will generate logic 1.

Fig. 2 System Overview

In order to realize the control circuit using
microcontroller, the need of previous state to be
preserved in the EEPROM contained in the
microcontroller.
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State 7: Reset the output Y=0, meaning the motor will be
stopped. Again the present status of float A, float B, float
C and motor Y will be stored in the EEPROM.
State 8: Again go to Step 2.
The total algorithm is also shown in the Fig. 3 Flow
chart.

Fig. 3 Data Flow Diagram

Step 1: The state of float A, float B and float C is read by
the microcontroller through the input port and stored in
the EEPROM during the runtime.
Step 2: If float C=1 and float B=0, it will move to the
next step 3, else Step 2.
Step 3: Then start the motor and store the present state of
float A, float B, float C and motor (Y=1).
Step 4: Input the present state of float A, float B and float
C. If float B=1, store float A, float B and float C to
EEPROM.
Step 5: Float B will be logic 1 after receiving some water
into the upper tank. Again store the state of float A, float
B, float C and motor Y.
Step 6: Check the state of float A and float C now. If
float C=0 or float A=1, then the motor will be stopped,
i.e. Y=0 else continuously monitor the state.

Fig. 4 Snapshots of 16X2 LCD Display

III. CONCLUSION
The microcontroller based automated system will take
care of water level at the ground level reservoir and that
of roof top tank; pump water from reservoir to the roof
top tank relieving the residents to deploy person for
running the pump as and when necessary. Moreover, the
person deployed could not estimate the minimum level of
water of the ground level reservoir. There is a chance of
damage to the motor; it is started when the level of water
falls below the minimum level. This possibility is
eliminated with the installation of this automated system
and rather protecting the motor from damage. This kind
of water level controller is available at Rs. 1400 approx.
but that of our present system costs Rs. 300 approx.
Hence it is cost effective and efficient.
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